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“ Lexmark has long
been a company built on
innovation. The work we
are doing to transform
enterprise architecture
is part of that tradition -
Tom Eade, Lexmark
senior vice president
and chief information
and technology officer.
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Lexmark Recognized for Excellence in Enterprise
Architecture
Democratizing data sparks new wave of innovation at Lexmark.

LEXINGTON, Ky., Oct. 13, 2020 – Lexmark today announced it has received a
prestigious 2020 Forrester/InfoWorld Enterprise Architecture Award, recognizing the
Lexmark Enterprise Architecture (EA) team for its strategic leadership, concrete
business impact and vision for enabling digital transformation.

Lexmark has transformed its EA organization from technology strategists to an
outcome-driven organization in order to further the company’s digital
transformation. The team has enriched its capabilities portfolio to align with its
vision for a “transformation-as-a-service” delivery model. 

This model required the creation of two digital frameworks: the digital thread and
the digital asset. “The digital thread is an information framework that EA leverages
to capture all data associated with the end-to-end lifecycle of our hardware and
supplies—from design through use to end of life—and deliver it via a business-
consumable semantic layer,” explained Tom Eade, Lexmark senior vice president
and chief information and technology officer. “The digital thread enables the
offerings we envision as part of a transformation-as-a-service portfolio.”

Eade describes the digital asset as a hybrid architecture framework that the EA team leverages to create
Lexmark’s “enterprise digital twin”—a logical model of the people, processes and technology that make up the
business.  

The digital asset enables Lexmark’s analytics capabilities to mature from descriptive analysis and predictive
insights into prescriptive actions. This improves Lexmark’s ability to architect and design for operations,
security and privacy and makes more offerings possible as part of the company’s vision for a transformation-as-
a-service portfolio.

“Lexmark’s digital thread is where we gain insights; the digital asset is where we architect and design a
transformed future state that operationalizes and monetizes these insights,” Eade said.

Lexmark realized significant improvements in time-to-market for IT initiatives and reductions in defects in the
first full year of adoption, as well as reductions in the human and technical infrastructure required to manage
non-value-added activities. 

The EA team also sparked a new wave of innovation at Lexmark by democratizing data across the value chain
and by unleashing even more analytical potential of its data scientists. As a result, Lexmark envisions its
transformation capabilities portfolio as an integral component of emerging go-to-market offerings. 

“Lexmark has long been a company built on innovation,” Eade said. “The work we are doing to transform
enterprise architecture is part of that tradition.” 

Suggested Resources

Find out how Lexmark is driving the digital future for transformational change. 
Learn more about the Forrester/InfoWorld EA Awards.
Follow Lexmark on LinkedIn and Twitter.
Subscribe to the Lexmark Blog.

 

About Lexmark
Lexmark creates innovative IoT- and cloud-enabled imaging technologies that help customers worldwide
achieve their vision of print simplicity, security, savings and sustainability.

https://www.lexmark.com/en_us.html
https://www.lexmark.com/en_us/about/thought-leadership.html?cid=banner-US-homepage-thought-leadership
https://go.forrester.com/blogs/the-2020-forrester-and-infoworld-ea-awards-contest-winners-focus-on-business-architecture-digital-transformation-and-governance/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lexmark/
https://twitter.com/lexmark
https://www.lexmark.com/en_us/lexmark-blog.html
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